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This collection includes books 4 and 5 in the bestselling Stone Blood Series by Jayne Faith. REIGN OF THE STONE QUEEN (Stone Blood Series #4) She must rule a kingdom
that is against her . . . Petra Maguire wants to fight for her people, not rule them. But by Oberon's decree, she is now Queen of the new Carraig Sidhe kingdom. Problem is, many
of her subjects would rather see her dead than on the throne. As Petra struggles to unite her people, she must also join Jasper's quest to kill Finvarra before he can usher in a
winter of Unseelie rule in Faerie. Torn between responsibilities, Petra will have to find a way to embrace her new role as royalty while still staying true to her warrior roots. And
overshadowing everything is the imminent threat of the angry gods' return . . . WAR OF THE FAE GODS (Stone Blood Series #5) The Seelie hold on Faerie is slipping, and
wrathful gods are closing in . . . Petra Maguire, newly-crowned Queen of the Carraig Sidhe, wishes she could focus on her own fledgling kingdom, but Faerie is facing threats
unlike any seen in generations. If the Seelie are to have any hope of victory, she must unravel the mystery of the ancient power running through her veins. Can Petra harness the
magic of the gods before her blood father Periclase takes the Summerlands and an eternal winter to destroy the homeland she loves? Stone Blood Series Reading Order: Blood
of Stone (sold separately) Stone Blood Legacy (sold separately) Rise of the Stone Court (sold separately) Reign of the Stone Queen (included in this collection) War of the Fae
Gods (included in this collection) The Oldest Changeling in Faerie (sold separately)
It all ends here. After three years of retirement, Ray Gagnon and the rest of his black ops team, the Dogs of War, have finally found peace and the promise of a bright future. But
when teammates across the board are targeted and secrets of the past are exposed, it becomes clear than an old adversary once thought dead has returned with a vengeance.
Knowing their lives and the fate of the country is at stake, Ray and his teammates know they must suit up one last time to confront an enemy who knows no boundaries. In the
final chapter of the Dogs of War trilogy, bonds are tested, loyalty will be shattered, and lives will be lost as the battle for their legacy begins.
Powerless in a family of Necromancers, Ezra has struggled to fit in. Going off to a normal college seemed like the perfect escape from the harsh realities of home. But when the
girl he has a crush on is forced into an arranged marriage with another, darker, Necromancer family, Ezra does the only thing he can to save her - he takes the test that will name
him a full Necromancer and her betrothed. But only if he survives. During the test, Ezra learns he isn't as powerless as he thought. Hidden truths reveal he is connected to the
Reinhardt family, all of whom were thought killed by the Necromancer's worse enemy, the Witches. Witches that are hell-bent on ridding the world of the 'black arts'. With the help
of an unlikely ally and a raven familiar, Ezra has the power to save the girl he loves and his kind, too, if he can master it in time.
The essays presented by Professors Marie A. Conn and Thérèse McGuire examine stone and water as vehicles of ritual memory through the lenses of various disciplines. In
seven concise yet revealing chapters, the authors examine instances throughout history and unbound by geography of stone and water as real or abstract objects that shape our
lives, possibly without our notice. Chapters topics include: · Water as a vehicle for ritual memory from the earliest days of human history to the present-day. · An investigation of
the aesthetic principles of the Middle Ages up to the Gothic styles of cathedrals in North America. · Julian of Norwich, the famous cloistress, walled in by stone in comparison to
Etty Hillesum, a WWII-era mystic, whose small desk used to write her revealing diaries became her stone cloister cell. · The Irish, water, and stone in Finnegan's Wake. ·
Warming the "stone heart" of a child pummeled by the foster care system. · The lack of clean water that contributes to wide-spread disease. · Group behavior and the
eventualities of war through stone-like, (uncooperative and hardened) psychological states.
This collection includes books 1-3 in the bestselling Stone Blood Series by Jayne Faith. This is an urban fantasy series featuring a kick-butt, vampire-hunting heroine who wields
a shadowsteel sword named Mortimer. A secret twin kidnapped by a Faerie king . . . Hunting down the rogue vampire who killed her mother is Petra Maguire's sole mission in life,
despite her father’s urging to serve her people back home in Faerie. But when Petra discovers she has a changeling twin who’s been kidnapped, she can’t avoid Faerie affairs
any longer. Plunging back into a world of magic, royalty, and power plays, her daring rescue of her sister pushes inter-kingdom hostilities to a tipping point. And suddenly, Petra is
up to her eyeballs in Fae politics. Tensions erupt into a threat of all-out war, and the only way to settle matters is for Petra to enter a battle of champions—a fight to the death. Find
out what fate awaits Petra Maguire in Blood of Stone by Jayne Faith, the new urban fantasy hit for fans of Sarah J Maas, Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, and Jim Butcher.
Download Blood of Stone now and instantly lose yourself in a world of magic, action, and intrigue! Stone Blood Series Blood of Stone (included in this collection) Stone Blood
Legacy (included in this collection) Rise of the Stone Court (included in this collection) Reign of the Stone Queen (sold separately) War of the Fae Gods (sold separately)
"We live in a time of darkness. Requiem lies cloaked in shadows. Tonight we say: We will fight. We will keep our light blazing." A Legacy of Light (The Dragon War, Book One) -a new fantasy trilogy for fans of A Game of Thrones and The Lord of the Rings The people of Requiem, an ancient kingdom, can grow wings and scales, breathe fire, and take
flight as dragons. For years, Requiem's holy stars have blessed the kingdom with light and magic. But now a darkness falls. General Cadigus, traitor to the crown, has captured
the throne. Bloodthirsty and cruel, he rules with an iron fist. He crushes his own people under his heel. He burns all foreign lands. The noble kingdom of Requiem fades; a dark
empire rises. In the wilderness, a small light kindles. Rebellion brews. The rebels are haggard, outnumbered, and desperate. They hide in forests and ruins. They fight for the
memory of Old Requiem, for a legacy of light. The Resistance is small, but its cry is loud: "The tyrant must fall." ____________ A Legacy of Light -- an epic fantasy novel. For
fans of dragons, shapeshifters, swords and sorcery, A Game of Thrones, Eragon, The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings. ____________ THE REQUIEM SERIES: Requiem:
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Dawn of Dragons Book 1: Requiem's Song Book 2: Requiem's Hope Book 3: Requiem's Prayer Requiem: Song of Dragons Book 1: Blood of Requiem Book 2: Tears of Requiem
Book 3: Light of Requiem Requiem: Dragonlore Book 1: A Dawn of Dragonfire Book 2: A Day of Dragon Blood Book 3: A Night of Dragon Wings Requiem: The Dragon War Book
1: A Legacy of Light Book 2: A Birthright of Blood Book 3: A Memory of Fire Requiem: Requiem for Dragons Book 1: Dragons Lost Book 2: Dragons Reborn Book 3: Dragons
Rising Requiem: Flame of Requiem Book 1: Forged in Dragonfire Book 2: Crown of Dragonfire Book 3: Pillars of Dragonfire Requiem: Dragonfire Rain Book 1: Blood of Dragons
Book 2: Rage of Dragons Book 3: Flight of Dragons
The Bible tells of angels falling in love with the daughters of man and the birth of their offspring the Nephilim.This is the story of Kaiyel, a warrior angel on an Earthly mission to
thwart the malevolent plans of an escaped demon, and Samantha, a broke college student who soon learns that the blood of angels resides within her. The fates of both Heaven
and Earth clash in this story of love, jealousy, and friendship. In Legacy of Heaven, author Clifton H. Gilliam combines the creative imagery of a supernatural fantasy with the core
elements of Christianity to deliver a story that is both entertaining and inspiring
Amid the splendors and miseries of the Gilded Age Neala Shaw suddenly found herself entirely alone. The innocent young heiress-penniless now-had no choice but to face her family's fatal legacy of secrets
and lies. And as she fled from a ruthless killer, nothing stood between her and certain death but a man unlike any she had ever known…. Grayson Faulkner's years as a detective and bounty hunter had
marked him forever, leading him far from his once-strong values. But as he sought to protect this very special young woman-masquerading as her suitor, to save her reputation and her very life-he began to
wonder if her selfless love and limitless faith could somehow guide even him home….
Evan Reynallt has a past no mortal could ever understand. Reborn as a human, the fallen angel searches for the answers to a prophecy that will allow him to return home. With his human twin, Will, by his
side, Evan finds himself caught up in something far more sinister. Four hundred years after their vampiric turning, Evan stumbles into the one man he's been looking for his entire human life. Protecting the
mortal should have been easy, but Evan didn't count on falling in love. Morgan Adamson swore off all relationships two years ago. A modern-day American transplant living in London, he is perfectly content
to be single. Then an image appears in his bathroom mirror, derailing all such notions of bachelorhood. But the man Morgan finds harbors secrets that may very well cost him his life.
Maya survived the first Tournament challenge only to learn that new and powerful enemies lurk in the Calistan palace. Even Lord Toric’s affection and guards aren’t enough to keep her safe, and she's still
on her own in the Tournament--the alien lord is forbidden from interfering. As the list of deadly foes grows, Toric and Maya must uncover the traitor in the royal family who aims to murder Maya and destroy
the Calistans' chance at reclaiming their homeland. Will Maya summon the strength and luck she needs to meet her highest destiny? Sapient Salvation Series: Book 1: The Selection Book 2: The Awakening
Book 3: The Divining Book 4: The Claiming Want to know when our new releases hit? Text CCJFBOOKS to 24587, and we'll send new release updates straight to your phone.
ENTER A CITY OF DRAGONS AND DARKNESS The Godswar has come to Guerdon, dividing the city between three occupying powers. A fragile armistice holds back the gods, but other dangerous forces
seek to exert their influence. Spar Idgeson, once heir to the brotherhood of thieves has been transformed into the living stone of the new city. But his powers are failing and the criminal dragons of the
Ghierdana are circling. Meanwhile, far across the sea, Carillon Thay - once a thief, a saint, a god killer; now alone and powerless - seeks the mysterious land of Khebesh, desperate to find a cure for Spar. But
what hope does she have when even the gods seek vengeance against her? Praise for the Black Iron Legacy: 'Hanrahan is now one of my favourite authors. I flat out adore this series' Booknest 'I will buy any
novel that Gareth Hanrahan ever writes . . . I want [this series] to go on forever' The Fantasy Inn 'Hanrahan has an astonishing imagination' Peter McLean, author of Priest of Bones 'Mind-blowingly stellar in
every respect . . . Fantasy readers, be wise and buy this book, because there's simply nothing like it' Novel Notions on The Gutter Prayer The Black Iron Legacy The Gutter Prayer The Shadow Saint The
Broken God
In her battle against demon assassins, Ella Grey pulled too much power and it nearly killed her. To save her, Damien and Deb had to cut Ella off from her magic. Desperate to rescue her brother from the
vampires but powerless to help him, Ella must find a way to control the reaper that's nearly gnawed through her soul and get her magic back. When madman and necromancer Phillip Zarella offers her a
solution, it's too tempting to pass up. But making a deal with the devil always has consequences. And worse, Ella discovers that her brother is the prize in a tug-of-war between Zarella, tycoon Jacob Gregori,
and the all-powerful mages. She needs every advantage she can scrape together, or she'll lose her brother forever. Demon Born Magic is the third book in the urban fantasy Ella Grey Series. Don't miss this
thrilling world of magic, danger, and sacrifice in the battle against dark forces. This series is perfect for fans of Kim Harrison, Patricia Briggs, Jim Butcher, Seanan McGuire, and Ilona Andrews! Keywords:
fantasy series, urban fantasy series, urban fantasy series for adults, supernatural mystery, supernatural thriller, supernatural suspense, ghost stories, paranormal mystery, contemporary fantasy, paranormal
suspense, witches, witch, magic, mage, vampires. Similar authors: Devon Monk, Jasmine Walt, Rebecca Hamilton, Neil Gaiman, Alicia Rades, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Anne Bishop, Dannika Dark, SM Reine,
Sarra Cannon, Addison Moore, G. Gockel, Christine Pope, Elle Casey, Christine Feehan, Laurell K. Hamilton, Jeaniene Frost, Charlaine Harris, Teyla Branton, Karen Marie Moning, Nalini Singh, Deborah
Harkness, C.J. Archer, Kristen Middleton, Jayne Castle, Kelley Armstrong
With Blood Image, Paul Anderson shows that the symbol of a man can be just as important as the man himself. Turner Ashby was one of the most famous fighting men of the Civil War. Rising to colonel of
the 7th Virginia Cavalry, Ashby fought brilliantly under Thomas J. "Stonewall" Jackson during the 1862 Shenandoah Valley campaign until he died in battle. Anderson demonstrates that Ashby's image -- a
catalytic, mesmerizing, and often contradictory combination of southern antebellum cultural ideals and wartime hopes and fears -- emerged during his own lifetime and was not a later creation of the Lost
Cause. The stylistic synergy of Anderson's startling narrative design fuels a poignant irony: men like Ashby -- a chivalrous, charismatic "knight" who had difficulty complying with Stonewall Jackson's authority
-- become trapped by the desire to have their real lives reflect their imagined ones.
Enemy of the King 1780, South Carolina: While Loyalist Meriwether Steele recovers from illness in the stately home of her beloved guardian, Jeremiah Jordan, she senses the haunting presence of his late
wife. When she learns that Jeremiah is a Patriot spy and shoots Captain Vaughan, the British officer sent to arrest him, she is caught up on a wild ride into Carolina back country, pursued both by the
impassioned captain and the vindictive ghost. Will she remain loyal to her king and Tory twin brother or risk a traitor's death fighting for Jeremiah? If Captain Vaughan snatches her away, he won't give her a
choice. Traitor's Legacy 1781. On opposite sides of the War of Independence, British Captain Jacob Vaughan and Claire Monroe find themselves thrust together by chance and expediency. Captain Vaughan
comes to a stately North Carolina manor to catch a spy. Instead, he finds himself in bedlam: the head of the household is an old man ravaged by madness, the one sane male of the family is the very man he
is hunting, and the household is overseen by his beguiling sister Claire. Torn between duty, love, and allegiances, yearning desperately for peace, will Captain Vaughan and Claire Monroe forge a peace of
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their own against the vagaries of war and the betrayal of false friends? Traitor's Curse Halifax, North Carolina, 1783. Captain Stuart Monroe returns home from the Revolutionary War to find Thornton Hall
threatened by a peacetime foe: debt. He knows the location of a treasure amassed to pay for the capture of Benedict Arnold that would restore his manor to its former glory. The catch, it's hidden in the
graveyard, and coveted by old enemies. Hettie Fairfax inherited the Sight from her Cherokee ancestors, and her otherworldly visitors warn her, and Stuart, away from the buried treasure. Half-dead from fever,
she delivers a message: the treasure is cursed. But will he believe a girl half out of her mind with illness? Even when a very real enemy attempts to poison her? Stuart soon wants to marry Hettie, but she
fears her "odd ways" will blemish his reputation. The spirits have their own agenda, however, and the battle against darkness tests everything the couple holds dear, including their love for each other.

Since the beginning of time, the angelic hosts of the High Heavens and the demonic hordes of the Burning Hells have been locked in a struggle for the fate of all Creation. That struggle has
now come to the mortal realm...and neither Man nor Demon nor Angel will be left unscathed... Norrec Vizharan has become a living nightmare. While on a quest to find magical treasure, the
soldier of fortune discovers an artifact beyond his wildest dreams: the ancient armor of Bartuc, the legendary Warlord of Blood. But the mysterious armor soul. Now, pursued by demons who
covet the dark armor for their own devices, Norrec must overcome a bloodlust he can scarcely control and learn the truth about his terrifying curse before he is lost to darkness forever... An
orginal tale of swords, sorcery, and timeless struggle based on the bestselling, award-winning M-rated electronic game form Blizzard Entertainment. Intended for mature readers.
Blood of StoneA Fae Urban FantasyJayne Faith
BOOK ONE IN THE CLASSIC HEOROT SERIES FROM GENRE LEGENDS LARRY NIVEN, JERRY POURNELLE, AND STEVEN BARNES The two hundred colonists on board the
Geographic have spent a century in cold sleep to arrive here: Avalon, a lush, verdant planet lightyears from Earth. They hope to establish a permanent colony, and Avalon seems the perfect
place. And so they set about planting and building. But their very presence has upset the ecology of Avalon. Soon an implacable predator stalks them, picking them off one by one. In order to
defeat this alien enemy, they must reevaluate everything they think they know about Avalon, and uncover the planet's dark secrets. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management). About The Legacy of Heorot: "Page-turning action and suspense, good characterization and convincing setting . . . may be the best thing any of those authors
has written.”—The Denver Post “Outstanding! . . . The best ever, by the best in the field . . . the ultimate combination of imagination and realism.”—Tom Clancy “Well written, action-packed,
and tension filled . . . makes Aliens look like a Disney nature film."—The Washington Post “Spine-tingling ecological tale of terror.”—Locus About sequel Beowulf's Children: "Few writers have a
finer pedigree than those here. . . . As one might suspect Beowulf's Children is seamless . . . absorbing, substantial . . . masterful novel."—Los Angeles Times "Panoramic SF adventure at its
best."—Library Journal About Larry Niven & Jerry Pournelle: "Possibly the greatest science fiction novel I have ever read."—Robert A. Heinlein on The Mote in God's Eye About Larry Niven:
“Larry Niven’s RINGWORLD remains one of the all-time classic travelogues of science fiction — a new and amazing world and fantastic companions.”—Greg Bear "Our premier hard SF
writer.”—The Baltimore Sun "The scope of Larry Niven's work is so vast that only a writer of supreme talent could disguise the fact as well as he can."—Tom Clancy "Niven is a true
master."—Frederik Pohl About Jerry Pournelle: "Jerry Pournelle is one of science fiction's greatest storytellers."—Poul Anderson "Jerry Pournelle's trademark is first-rate action against wellrealized backgrounds of hard science and hardball politics."—David Drake "Rousing . . . The Best of the Genre"—The New York Times "On the cover . . . is the claim 'No. 1 Adventure Novel of
the Year.' And well it might be."—Milwaukee Journal on Janissaries About Steven Barnes: “Brilliant, surprising, and devastating.”—David Mack “Sharp, observant and scary.”—Greg Bear
"Profound and exhilarating."—Maurice Broaddus, author of The Knights of Breton Court “Barnes gives us characters that are vividly real people, conceived with insight and portrayed with
compassion and rare skill and then he stokes the suspense up to levels that will make the reader miss sleep and be late for work.”—Tim Powers “[Barnes] combines imagination, anthropology
and beautiful storytelling as he takes readers to the foot of the Great Mountain, today known as Mount Kilimanjaro.”—Durham Triangle Tribune on Great Sky Woman
With The Tempest's Caliban, Shakespeare created an archetype in the modern era depicting black men as slaves and savages who threaten civilization. As contemporary black male fiction
writers have tried to free their subjects and themselves from this legacy to tell a story of liberation, they often unconsciously retell the story, making their heroes into modern-day Calibans.
Coleman analyzes the modern and postmodern novels of John Edgar Wideman, Clarence Major, Charles Johnson, William Melvin Kelley, Trey Ellis, David Bradley, and Wesley Brown. He
traces the Caliban legacy to early literary influences, primarily Ralph Ellison, and then deftly demonstrates its contemporary manifestations. This engaging study challenges those who argue
for the liberating possibilities of the postmodern narrative, as Coleman reveals the pervasiveness and influence of Calibanic discourse. At the heart of James Coleman's study is the perceived
history of the black male in Western culture and the traditional racist stereotypes indigenous to the language. Calibanic discourse, Coleman argues, so deeply and subconsciously influences
the texts of black male writers that they are unable to cast off the oppression inherent in this discourse. Coleman wants to change the perception of black male writers' struggle with oppression
by showing that it is their special struggle with language. Black Male Fiction and the Legacy of Caliban is the first book to analyze a substantial body of black male fiction from a central
perspective.
When the son suffers the loss of both parents, Sam Sunstrom must overcome fear and self-doubt as he and his siblings struggle to prevent a cruel, technological zealot from using a cosmic
window which would decimate life on Earth upon activation. Memories of a vicious attack and his own bloodied, thirteen- year- old body lying in his mother's arms have haunted him into his
twenties. As a result, he's convinced himself that he's content using his amazing strength and durability to earn a living as a human probe at the Sapien Rex Corporation. But the relatively
normal life he's carved out for himself is shattered when archenemy Isaiah Stone murders his parents in cold blood and sends hero-killing super assassins to wipe out the rest of his family.
From that moment. There the team discovers that the world- ending machinery they've been fighting desperately to keep out of Stone's hands is a part of their own legacy, sending them
hurtling towards a final confrontation in the Pacific with their parents' killer.
A secret twin kidnapped by a Faerie king . . . Hunting down the rogue vampire who killed her mother is Petra Maguire's sole mission in life, despite her father’s urging to serve her people back
home in Faerie. But when Petra discovers she has a changeling twin who’s been kidnapped, she can’t avoid Faerie affairs any longer. Plunging back into a world of magic, royalty, and power
plays, her daring rescue of her sister pushes inter-kingdom hostilities to a tipping point. And suddenly, Petra is up to her eyeballs in Fae politics. Tensions erupt into a threat of all-out war, and
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the only way to settle matters is for Petra to enter a battle of champions—a fight to the death. Find out what fate awaits Petra Maguire in Blood of Stone by Jayne Faith, the new urban fantasy
hit for fans of Sarah J Maas, Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, and Jim Butcher. Download Blood of Stone now and instantly lose yourself in a world of magic, action, and intrigue! Stone Blood
Series Blood of Stone Stone Blood Legacy Rise of the Stone Court Reign of the Stone Queen War of the Fae Gods More Urban Fantasy by Jayne Faith! The Ella Grey Series (complete)
Stone Cold Magic Dark Harvest Magic Demon Born Magic Blood Storm Magic Similar authors: Dannika Dark, Keri Arthur, Cat Cotton, Dale Ivan Smith, C.J. Archer, Yasmine Galenorn,
Seanan McGuire, Dima Zales, Alicia Rades, Hailey Edwards, Kevin Hearne, Sarra Cannon, Christine Pope, Faith Hunter, Val St. Crowe, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Kim Richardon, Kelley Armstrong,
Kim Harrison, Anne Bishop, Aurora Sky, Pippa DaCosta, W.J. May, Annie Bellet, Elle Casey, Keary Taylor, Christin Feehan. Keywords: free book, free books, free ebook, free ebooks, fantasy
series, fantasy novels, fantasy books for adults, books like, urban fantasy series, fae, faerie, swords, magic, paranormal, urban fantasy, contemporary fantasy, vampires, fantasy with action,
fantasy with romance.
Epic fantasy in a post-apocalyptic world! All three First Civilization's Legacy novels in one collection! Flank Hawk What happens when fire-breathing dragons battle Stukas for aerial supremacy
over a battlefield? Can an earth wizard's magic defeat a panzer? Krish, a farmhand turned mercenary, witnesses this and much more as he confronts the Necromancer King. Blood Sword
Scouting along the western frontier, Flank Hawk discovers an army massing, the army of Fendra Jolain, Goddess of Healing. Weakened and battle weary, Keesee and her allies cannot
withstand Fendra Jolain’s powerful army of men and beasts arrayed against them. One hope of survival remains: Retrieve the Blood Sword from the immortal Colonel of the West and bring its
sinister strength to the battlefield. Soul Forge Young Enchantress Thereese lays stricken and silent, her vital essence sapped by the Shard Staff, edging ever closer toward death. Supreme
Enchantress Thulease refuses to allow her daughter to fade beyond recovery. Enchantress Thulease recruits Mercenary Flank Hawk to accompany her as she seeks the legendary Sleeping
Sage. Praise for Terry W. Ervin II and First Civilization’s Legacy “Blood Sword is a tremendous installment in one of the most inventive and compelling fantasy sagas I have read in years!”
-Stephen Zimmer, author of the Fires in Eden Series and The Rising Dawn Saga. “Blood Sword continues the adventures started in Flank Hawk, in which Ervin created a unique and detailed
post apocalyptic world where magic works but ancient technologies from the First Civilization--our world--still exist. You'll cheer as they face off against griffins, fallen angels, gargoyles, and
worse, in a fun, engaging adventure filled with wall to wall action.” -David Forbes, author of the Osserian Saga “A worthy successor to the original novel, packed with action and
entertainment.” -Jim Bernheimer, author of the Dead Eye series and Confessions of a D-List Supervillain “A classic epic fantasy with plenty of original twists. You won’t want to put it down,
even when you’ve reached the end.” -David Debord, author of The Silver Serpent and Keeper of the Mists “Grab hold! Ervin’s got the magic!” -C. Dean Andersson, author of the Bloodsong
Trilogy “A curious blend of epic fantasy, modern techno-thriller and non-stop action-adventure.” Erica Hayes, author of the Shadowfae Chronicles “Buy it or chalk it up on that long list of
things you regret not doing!” Stephen Hines, author of Hocus Focus
In the most controversial challenge ever, each Obligate will spend a night with Lord Toric. Maya must find a way to prevail in spite of her inexperience and without compromising her
innocence. Meanwhile, Akantha is spreading rumors that are stirring up religious fury throughout Calisto. Someone will have to pay with blood, and it will take a miracle for Maya to survive.
Does she have enough allies on Calisto, or will Akantha finally win? Sapient Salvation Series -- Complete Series Now Available! Book 1: The Selection Book 2: The Awakening Book 3: The
Divining Book 4: The Claiming
The only solution to both their problems? Lyn Brandon put her life on hold to protect and keep her beloved orphaned nephew. So when rich, powerful and gorgeous Anatole Telonides arrives
demanding the child's return to his Greek family, the blood freezes in Lyn's veins...even as her pulse starts racing. Anatole has spent his life building his family's empire. Now to secure its
legacy he must get the beautiful Lyn to agree to his command. It should be easy, but Lyn is clearly more than the shrinking violet she seems. Her steely resistance entices him to make the
ultimate sacrifice...marriage!
"At what stage in the war did you feel that the balance had swung against you?" a famed Japanese admiral was asked. "Guadalcanal" was his answer. This 50th Anniversary edition provides
a totally new historical narrative that details the turning point of the war in the Pacific. Contains rare photographs, hundreds of biographies of the soldiers who participated, full color patches of
distinction of units that served & much more!
The Necromancer King has been defeated and his surviving forces are in retreat. But a new threat marches against the Kingdom of Keesee, promising destruction. Scouting along the western
frontier, Flank Hawk and Grand Wizard Seelain discover an army massing, the army of Fendra Jolain, Goddess of Healing. Weakened and battle weary, Keesee and her allies cannot
withstand Fendra Jolain’s powerful army of men and beasts arrayed against them. One hope of survival remains: Retrieve the Blood Sword from the immortal Colonel of the West and bring its
sinister strength to the battlefield. To accomplish this end, Flank Hawk accompanies Grand Wizard Seelain as she leads a mission across land and sea. Together they find new allies while
confronting new foes, learning that the war ravaging Keesee is part of a larger struggle whose roots stretch back to the First Civilization’s Fall. If the Blood Sword can be obtained, it must be
done quickly. Every day means more death for the defenders of Keesee. Every day is one day closer to utter defeat. Even if Flank Hawk can deliver the Blood Sword to King Tobias’s hand in
time, will the malevolent blade’s magic be enough? “Blood Sword is a tremendous installment in one of the most inventive and compelling fantasy sagas I have read in years!” -Stephen
Zimmer, author of the Fires in Eden Series and The Rising Dawn Saga. “Blood Sword continues the adventures started in Flank Hawk, in which Ervin created a unique and detailed post
apocalyptic world where magic works but ancient technologies from the First Civilization--our world--still exist. You'll cheer as they face off against griffins, fallen angels, gargoyles, and worse,
in a fun, engaging adventure filled with wall to wall action.” -David Forbes, author of the Osserian Saga “A worthy successor to the original novel, packed with action and entertainment.” -Jim
Bernheimer, author of the Dead Eye series and Confessions of a D-List Supervillain “A classic epic fantasy with plenty of original twists. You won’t want to put it down, even when you’ve
reached the end.” -David Debord, author of The Silver Serpent and Keeper of the Mists “Grab hold! Ervin’s got the magic!” -C. Dean Andersson, author of the Bloodsong Trilogy “A curious
blend of epic fantasy, modern techno-thriller and non-stop action-adventure.” Erica Hayes, author of the Shadowfae Chronicles “Buy it or chalk it up on that long list of things you regret not
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doing!” Stephen Hines, author of Hocus Focus
Detective Sergeant George Armstrong, feeling somewhat at fault for the murder of Scotsman Frank Allanton, returns to his native England. Haunted by his actions, Armstrong continues to
probe into the background of the killer and his three victims. It is a grave mistake. The tangled web of political corruption linking the killer and his victims is a fuse at the barrel of gunpowder
under the Prime Minister. Brown - the Prime Minister's personal assassin - uses the unveiling of a monument honouring Allanton's victims to make Armstrong an offer he can't refuse. A threat
so horrendous - his silence and resignation from the police force a mere formality. Thus begins the riveting The Rookhill Legacy. What tangled web of crime and cover-ups will Armstrong
unearth? How will he fall deeper and deeper into the colliding scenarios, all cumulating in a breathtaking conclusion? Follow the thrilling action of crime, humanity and an unlikely hero.
When a mysterious lightning storm suddenly strikes, Marisa is hurled into the alternate dimension of Carnelia.
The Stone Order is under attack. Wrathful gods are closing in. Unlikely allies Petra and Jasper may be Faerie’s only hope. After her victory in the battle of champions, Petra thought she was a
step closer to freedom from her sovereign and the politics of Faerie. But when she and Jasper, son of the enemy king, are sent on a mission together, she learns the shocking truth of her own
bloodline and gets drawn even deeper into Fae struggles. To complicate matters, Petra can no longer deny her feelings for Jasper. But there’s little time for exploring the new romance. Petra
and Jasper discover the rumors are true--the Fae gods who left Faerie in the hands of High King Oberon generations ago are preparing to return, and they’re planning to raze their former
realm. But the High King is nowhere to be found. In the chaos of Oberon's absence, Petra’s people are left vulnerable to foreign invaders who would seize the stone fortress. The time for
diplomacy is past. Petra must find a way to protect herself, her vulnerable changeling twin sister, and her people before the angry gods close in. Find out what fate awaits Petra, Jasper, and
Faerie in STONE BLOOD LEGACY, the continuation of the new urban fantasy series for fans of Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, and Jim Butcher. Download the eBook today and continue the
adventure!
From Author J.A. Giubta (The Last incarnation, War Golem) comes a new type of fantasy novel. With a twist of storytelling we share the life of the dragon Stone as he discovers something that will change the
fate of the world. For centuries, dragons fought to rule all. Driven by rage, corrupted by darkness, they were a scourge of fire and fury that would not abate. Only humans stood in their way, a brave few in
each generation born with magic. Wardens, as they were called, used their power to shield others and fight back the dragon menace. But the dragons were cunning and used guile to destroy their enemy from
within. When the Wardens fell, the world fell with them. Without their protectors, humanity was hunted to the ends of Eralle and eventually to extinction. Cities burned beneath the onslaught, with every forest
in between. Trees wilted into ash and did not grow back. Food became scarce, life even scarcer. Older dragons chose to hibernate, while the rest were forced to scavenge or turn on one another. All had
seemed lost, until a young dragon came upon a human egg, one fashioned of Warden magic. Inside the wooden shell was a promise of renewal, a helpless infant boy that could coax trees to grow by touch.
He carried within him not only a chance at redemption for all dragons but the gift of hope that would become… …the Warden’s legacy. From the Book "Stone pressed in the tips of four talons and another from
his left hand, a difficult task for one his size. When nothing seemed to happen, no matter how hard he pushed, he tried moving his claw to a more comfortable position. A circular section of shell began to turn.
He continued the motion and sensed within the shell a movement of its delicate parts. The prickled circles moved within a groove, and the slender lengths slid one along the other. He felt and heard a click
just as a seam appeared lengthwise across the center of the egg. Air escaped in a faint rush, like the exhalation of an anxious breath. It held the bitter greens and biting whites of blossomed life and blooming
bough, the caress of sweet blues in summer wind and dulcet yellows in rays of sun. Its touch was so clean, so pure within his lungs, that he coughed in the face of it and longed for more when it was gone.
The egg’s magic had fled." About J.A. Giunta "I became a writer because of Dungeons & Dragons. At eleven, when my family moved from New York to Arizona, I traded my entire baseball card collection
(which included cards from the ‘50s) for the basic D&D box set. A huge monetary loss at the time, though I couldn’t have known that at my age, but in the long run completely justified."- J.A. Giunta
Read two complete paranormal fantasy novels: Blood of Stone (Stone Blood Series Book 1) and Magic Currents (stand-alone novel) by bestseller Jayne Faith! BLOOD OF STONE A secret twin kidnapped by
a Faerie king . . . Hunting down the rogue vampire who killed her mother is Petra Maguire's sole mission in life, despite her father’s urging to serve her people back home in Faerie. But when Petra discovers
she has a changeling twin who’s been kidnapped, she can’t avoid Faerie affairs any longer. Plunging back into a world of magic, royalty, and power plays, her daring rescue of her sister pushes interkingdom hostilities to a tipping point. And suddenly, Petra is up to her eyeballs in Fae politics. Tensions erupt into a threat of all-out war, and the only way to settle matters is for Petra to enter a battle of
champions—a fight to the death. Find out what fate awaits Petra Maguire in Blood of Stone by Jayne Faith, the new urban fantasy hit for fans of Sarah J Maas, Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, and Jim Butcher.
MAGIC CURRENTS In The Colony where the Demon Lord devours the hearts of witches to feed his power, a woman’s magic must stay hidden . . . The Demon Lord claimed Victoria’s mother and fiance
years ago. Now she’s living her life raising six orphan girls and trying to conceal her magical abilities before the Demon Lord claims her next. But then a handsome but foul-mouthed, bad-tempered stranger
begins following her, any hope of avoiding the same fate as her mother is shattered. Lorenzo, a surly fallen angel, knows how to end the Demon Lord’s tyranny, but he was betrayed by the last witch who
vowed to help him. Despite his grudge against witches, he knows Victoria is the key to breaking the curse of the Watchtower, and he needs her water magic to finish the job. There’s only one problem: his
plan to take down the watchtower could kill hundreds of innocent people in the process, and Victoria can’t let that happen. But if they don’t break the curse, the Colony will be condemned to a fate worse than
death: another hundred years of the Demon Lord’s cruel reign. A futuristic fairy tale that will keep you up reading all night! Keywords Free books; free book; free ebook; free ebooks; free download; free box
set; free fantasy; free series; free fantasy series; free paranormal romance; free urban fantasy; free paranormal fantasy
Our song fades. Our children perish. Our world, a land torn between day and night, runs red with blood. For countless years, Moth has been frozen still, one half drenched in eternal daylight, the other cloaked
in endless night. For countless years, the soldiers of sunlight and the dwellers of darkness have lived in isolation. Now we kill. Now we die. We are the children of Moth. We were born in sunlight or in shadow.
We can stop the fire, or we can watch our world burn. This is our story.
At seventeen, Michael is the newest member of the dragon riders, an elite force that stands between humanity and total destruction. Though his father was a great hero who sacrificed his life in the line of
duty, Michael isn't sure he has what it takes to follow in his footsteps. Maxwell is by far the most talented of the riders. He is also the son of the man who betrayed Michael's father and his fellow knights a
decade ago. Maxwell has been the object of everyone's hatred for most of his life...and he has a score to settle. As the riders continue their training, the necromancer Ranmar has set a new plan in motion to
exterminate every human who walks the earth. But if Michael and Maxwell are to prevail against the forces of darkness, they must first learn to trust each other.
Series is complete! Ella faces enemies from all directions--the coven, her former partner, and even her own family--in the final book of the Ella Grey Series. The mages are determined to sacrifice her brother
to permanently close the rips. But Ella can't let that happen. She's going to save him, no matter the cost. Blood Storm Magic is the fourth and final book in the urban fantasy Ella Grey Series. Don't miss this
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thrilling world of magic, danger, and sacrifice in the battle against dark forces. This series is perfect for fans of Kim Harrison, Patricia Briggs, Jim Butcher, and Ilona Andrews! Ella Grey Urban Fantasy Series
(now complete) Stone Cold Magic Dark Harvest Magic Demon Born Magic Blood Storm Magic Want to know when new releases hit? Text CCJFBOOKS to 24587, and Jayne will send new release updates
straight to your phone. (You'll get a text no more than twice a month -- only when there's a sale or a new book.)
A civilization destroyed by magic. Those who remain are on the brink of extinction. Thane is a Dweller, one of the last of his kind. He’s lived for a thousand years and this is the first time that his goddess has
sent him to assassinate a fellow deity—a testament of how close they really are to the end. His failure is inevitable, but death is only the beginning of his biggest adventure yet. Thane is reborn into a new life,
as is the way of the Dweller. When he finds himself in enemy territory he has no choice but to bind himself to a human soul. In doing so, he learns there is an ancient and powerful magic that even the gods
fear. The Void is coming and it will devour everything—the gods, the realms, even magic itself. If it can be harnessed, those he has come to love will never live in fear again. Soul Legacy is a standalone
120,000-word romantic epic fantasy novel featuring Thane, his soulmate Gwen, and their daughter Astrid. This is a reprint of the duology “Soul Bound” and “Soul Child.” Content includes mild violence,
language, and high fantasy concepts.
Discover three urban fantasy series by bestseller Jayne Faith with this a special edition first-in-series collection! Please note, this box set is only available for a limited time. Stone Cold Magic (Ella Grey Series
Book 1): Demon patrol officer Ella Grey beat death after an accident on the job, but something followed her back from the grave. Will it eat her soul or become her greatest ally? Perfect for fans of Kim
Harrison and early Anita Blake! Blood of Stone (Stone Blood Series Book 1): When vampire hunter Petra Maguire discovers she has a secret twin who's been kidnapped, she's determined to rescue her. But it
could spark a magical war. Fans of Kevin Hearne and Ilona Andrews will love this action-packed series! Oath of Blood (Tara Knightley Series Prequel): When Tara Knightley's mother falls prey to a deadly
magic-borne illness, Tara refuses to accept there's no cure. Her quest for answers takes her into the dangerous world of the Fae, where words are weapons and promises are forever. What will she have to
sacrifice to save her mother? Download this collection today because you're going to love getting lost in the magic, danger, and adventure of Jayne Faith's bestselling urban fantasy stories. This special
edition box set is only available for a limited time! This box set collection contains three complete books: Stone Cold Magic (Ella Grey Series Book One) Blood of Stone (Stone Blood Series Book One) Oath of
Blood (Tara Knightley Series Prequel/Book Zero)
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